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force and velocity factors at c\ and F and v2 represent the tangential force and velocity factors ab. R and vl are known from the conditions of the problem, and v2 is found as above. Hence F may
Rvi
be found, =—• — = force which, applied tangentially to the crank-
pin center, will overcome the maximum resistance of the machine.
In all other positions of the cutting stroke the rate of doing work
is less, and F would be less. But it is necessary to provide driv
ing mechanism capable of overcoming the maximum resistance,
when no fly-wheel is used. If now F be multiplied by the crank
radius, the product equals the maximum torsional moment (™Af)
required to drive the machine. If the energy is received on some
different radius, as in case of gear or belt transmission, the maxi
mum driving force 	M •:- the new radius. During the return
stroke the cutting-tool is idle, and it is only necessary to overcome the frictional resistance to motion of the bearing surfaces. Hence the return stroke is not considered in designing the driving mechanism. When the method of driving this machine is decided on, the capacity of the driving mechanism must be such that it shall be capable of supplying to the crank-shaft the torsional driving moment M, determined as above.
This method applies as well to the quick-return mechanisms given. In each, when the velocity diagram is drawn, the vector of the maximum linear velocity of the slider, » li, and of the constant linear velocity of the crank pin center, LL>, are known, and the velocities corresponding, v\ and v2> *ire also known, from the scale of velocities. The rate of doing work at the slider and
the force necessary to product* acceleration of the slider mass at any position and Pa the force necessary at the crank pin to produce tangential acceleration of the rotating mass (assuming a variable velocity of the crank pin as well a.* slider), then the equation in its most general form will be (R~\- Ra)vi** (A'-f^a)^. With uniform rate of rotation of the (rank this becomes (R^Ra)vi^Fvy)'t and for position corresj>onding to maximum velocity of slider, us above, JRi/i«.K'i'a.

